




the format 
A TV studio will host the 
broadcast: ideal if with 
water and baths like 
setting. Contributions will 
be projected on a giant 
screen. SPA and special 
treatments will be main 
topics, but also history, 
art, culture, etc. 
Movie clips, video-chat, 
links to social networks, 
interviews and 
comments live, etc. will 
be included. 

 

 
 



vision 
Thermae + medical SPA (i.e. 
with scientific support) is the 
new approach. Health + 
Wellness + Tourism is the 
modern marketing model, which 
gives a new image to this 
environment. 
The wellness services integrated 
into the thermae allow to attract 
younger customers with good 
spending power and to develop 
an international promotion. 
 



scenic plant 
A sequence: history + place 
and tourist areas nearby + 
thermae and related 
treatments. 
Bringing younger people to 
thermae means promoting 
wellness tourism and therefore 
developing new activities and 
local facilities (hotels, 
restaurants, transport, etc.), 
thanks to an increasing 
demand at international level. 



the experts 

Each episode will focus on advice of experts (physicians, experts of wellness 
and alternative treatments, ...) and on special properties of water and mud of 
the different thermal zones. 



the disclosure 
The THERMAE format will be 
the starting point of the 
thermal Communication 
worldwide. 
 
We will start from the most 
important national structures 
and then we will present the 
best structures and locations 
of countries with a well known 
thermae culture. 



the culture 

The artistic culture, which 
in many countries is 
historically associated with 
thermae structures, is part 
of their charm. 
Discussions with experts 
and lovers of art, history 
and natural properties of 
water, will be developed 
in order to attract the 
interest of a large 
audience. 



the architecture of the baths 
The architectural perfection 
achieved in the construction of 
Roman thermae buildings is a 
model that has been replicated 
in all plants that eventually 
populated the regions of the 
empire. The choice of the 
symmetry plan and the careful 
arrangement of the bathroom, 
complying with the sequence 
of the different bath times, 
became a constant architecture 
of the ancient thermae. 



art and THERMÆ 

Art and culture will be part of each episode, thanks to the presence of 
mass-media representatives, experts, personalities, artists. Moreover the 
audience will participate by phone, email, social media, etc. 



THERMÆ in TV 

A new way to bring the 
thermae to the people, 
particularly aimed at 
young people, future 
travel and well-being 
enthusiasts. 



THERMÆ social 

2,3K       1K         984K 

THERMÆ 

Modifica profilo 

Marcella Civiltà 
Emozioni incredibili oggi… Grazie alle Terme di Bormio! 

        THERMÆ 

le Iene @  
 

Terme di Caracalla 
Ogni giorno il benessere 

            THERMÆ 
1 min fa 

THERMÆ 

THERMÆ 

Condiviso pubblicamente  -  12:13 

Le Iene a THERMÆ per ammirare le opere dela 

puntata a Budapest (Ungheria) 

Incredibile la presenza di spirito di Paolo che ha 

Terme nel mondo 

Terme di Abano 
Cosa c’è di meglio? 
 



the structure of the format 
A container for individual 
contributions that build its structure: 
famous spa and their territory, trip 
reports, information, social 
contributions, celebrities, gossip, 
complementary disciplines such as 
nutrition, alternative medicine (herbal, 
holistic, traditional), mineral waters, 
physical education, aesthetic 
medicine, meditation, yoga, 
architecture and landscape, etc. will 
be themes of moments dedicated to 
them. 



Vip’s  block 
National and international actors, actresses, singers, 
athletes, politicians, prominent personalities, chosen 
during a time of their life, artistic and / or real: for 
example a scene from a movie, a picture, an event, 
... thermae and  spa, of course! 



SPA’s in movies 
 

Toni Servillo in the movie «La grande bellezza» Oscar Prize 2013 (at the Caracalla’s thermae) 



vision from the planet 

An important part will be devoted to thermae and  spa and related news worldwide. 



THERMÆ 
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